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SYNONYMS

Coverage.

DEFINITION

Specificity is a relevance dimension that describes the extent to which a document part focuses on the topic of
request. In the context of semi-structured text (XML) retrieval, a document part corresponds to an XML element.
Specificity is defined as the length ratio, typically in number of characters, of contained relevant to irrelevant text
in the document part.
Different Specificity values can be associated to a document part. These values are drawn from the Specificity
relevance scale, which has evolved from a discrete multi-graded relevance scale to a continuous relevance scale.

MAIN TEXT

The Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX) has defined Specificity as a relevance dimension that
uses values from its own relevance scale to express the extent to which an XML element focuses on the topic of
request. Since 2002, different names and relevance scales were used for Specificity at INEX. It initially evolved
because the relevance dimension was not sufficiently well defined, and later because the assessment procedure
changed.
In 2002, Specificity was named coverage at INEX, which reflected the extent to which an XML element was
focussed on aspects of the information need (as represented by the INEX topic). The component coverage used a
relevance scale comprising four relevance grades, from “no coverage”, “too large”, “too small”, to “exact coverage”.
However, this dimension was used solely in 2002, partly because of the vagueness introduced in the terminology
for its name, and partly because it has been subsequently shown that the INEX 2002 assessors did not particularly
understand the notion of “too small” [1]. In particular, assessors understood “too small” as a measure of quantity
while Specificity is more related to the concentration of relevant information.
In 2003 and 2004, four grades were used for the Specificity relevance dimension at INEX, such that the extent to
which an XML element may focus on the topic of request could range from “none” (0), to “marginally” (1), to
“fairly” (2), or to “highly” (3) focused. An XML element was considered relevant only if its Specificity value was
greater than zero.
From 2005 onwards, a highlighting assessment procedure is used at INEX to gather relevance assessments for the
XML retrieval topics. The Specificity of an XML element is automatically computed as the ratio of highlighted to
fully contained text, where the relevance values that can be associated to the element are drawn from a continuous
relevance scale. These values are in the range between 0 and 1, where the value of 0 corresponds to an element
that does not contain any highlighted text, while the value of 1 corresponds to a fully highlighted element.
With the highlighting assessment procedure, assessors are asked to highlight all the relevant information contained
by returned XML documents. This results in a reduced cognitive load on the assessor, since in this case there is no
need for the assessor to explicitly associate a Specificity value to a judged element. Studies of the level of assessor
agreement, which used topics that were double-judged at INEX, have shown that the use of the new highlighting
procedure further increases the level of assessor agreement compared to the level of agreement observed among
assessors during previous years at INEX [2, 3].
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